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Our simple and easy barcode scanner app, PDF 417, supports a variety of different barcodes. Scan boarding passes, payment slips & m-wallets, retail tags, concert tickets, SIM cards, and others to read the data behind their barcodes.

List of barcodes and QR codes that you can scan with PDF417:
âˆ™ Code 39
âˆ™ Code 128
âˆ™ EAN 8
âˆ™ EAN 13
âˆ™ ITF
âˆ™ PDF417
âˆ™ QR code
âˆ™ UPC A
âˆ™ UPC E
âˆ™ Barcode from US driver's license

If you want to scan and extract data from barcodes found on identity documents we recommend our free demo app, BlinkID.
Updated on
Jan 12, 2022
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Data safety
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing


This app may collect these data typesLocation, Personal info and 3 others


Data is encrypted in transit

You can request that data be deleted


See details
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November 26, 2018
earlier versions of the app used to show ascii characters including non printed characters.   now it just shows human readable.  I need the Ascii codes, or at least representation  of all characters   , including cr/lf.  auto update of the app on my phone removed the feature I actually needed  Was a great app, not so much any more.
55 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No





Allan Tollison
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March 2, 2022
My phone a Wiko will not scan. Ieven downloaded a app, this app hoping that I could scan my scratch off lottery tickets but that was wishful thinking And add more wishful thinking and time consuming and error filled ( check and redo) the lottery ticket barcode to enter into promotional drawings. Terribly disappointed in my phone ability to scan. I have used other phones and point and there it scans perfectly. I barely have to do more than point the camera toward it and nothing more.
20 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Microblink
March 14, 2022

Thanks Allan for your feedback and sorry to hear that you were not able to scan the barcode with your phone. Please contact us at support@microblink.com so we could have more info and see where the problem is. Best regards.



David Hunt
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July 11, 2023
Works well for reading PDF barcodes on UPS packages. However, to read images I have to use another phone to display the image and use this app to read it. Loses a star for that lack of functionality that other apps offer.
15 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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Microblink Ltd.
Devonshire House
60 Goswell Road
London, EC1M 7AD
UK
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